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QuickTrav Carbon Footprint Report



QuickTrav invoicing is partnered with carbon travel specialist Cleaner Climate
who provide the calculation methodology and emission factors to calculate
carbon emissions on air tickets, car hire and accommodation. This ensures that
QuickTrav’s approach complies with the Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Protocol
Corporate Accounting Standard which is the most widely used international
accounting tool for understanding, quantifying and managing greenhouse
gas emissions.

Carbon emissions are calculated in tonnes of CO² by multiplying various
emission factors provided by Cleaner Climate against ticket air miles, car days
and accommodation nights.

Carbon emissions may optionally be reflected on each invoice and detailed
customised reports may be extracted using the standard line item query
module.
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Overview
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Calculations

Air tickets

1 nm (nautical mile) 1.15 m (statutory mile) 1.852 km (kilometre)

The carbon emission is calculated on all air tickets and refunds by multiplying each
leg’s air miles by the emission factor matching the route type (domestic, short haul or
long haul) and class (economy, business and first).

Note: An international leg is deemed short haul if the leg distance is less than 3122 nm
otherwise it is deemed long haul.

QuickTrav invoicing automatically imports a standard set of routings and related air
miles into the routing nautical air miles table and automatically updates the table from
the GDS booking whenever a ticket is imported. This table can also be manually edited
for routes that have not been imported or for older routes.
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Car hire

The carbon emission is calculated on those land arrangements with commission / service
types flagged as Car Hire by multiplying the car days by the single car hire emission
factor. Car days are calculated as the number of days from the travel to the return date
(inclusive).

The carbon emissions tool calculates travel carbon emissions at the time of booking.
Given that no data would yet be available on the actual km driven in the rental vehicle a
default mileage of 200km/day in a 1.4 – 2.0L petrol vehicle is applied.

Note that the carbon emissions provided directly by rental agencies are based on actual
distance driven and are provided on the invoice subsequent to the car rental.
Given the potential variation in actual km driven compared to the estimate of 200km
applied by default by this software, it is not unusual for discrepancies in the emissions
reported by the software and those provided by the rental agency to arise. These are
related to using estimated vs. actual distance.

Despite possible discrepancies, note that collectively car rental and hotel stays generally
only contribute a small component to the total travel emissions of a trip (~5% each). The
majority (~80%) of the travel emissions of an average business trip are related to the Air
component.

Calculations
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Accommodation

Calculations

The carbon emission is calculated on those land arrangements with commission /
service types flagged as Accommodation by multiplying the room nights by the single
accommodation emission factor. Accommodation nights are calculated as the number
of nights between the travel and return dates.
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Queries

By line

Query Field Description Example

Air Tickets

Routing Details Ticket routing (max 4 legs/segments) Dbn/Jnb/Fra/Jnb/Dbn

Miles (Route) Nautical miles calculated by looking up the distance for each leg on a
ticket in the route miles table
If the system cannot find any leg in the miles table, the total miles will
be set to zero. You can use this fact to build an exception report to
highlight any missing leg miles by setting the miles filter to ‘Blank’

13,614

Land

Travel Date Starting date used for land duration calculations 15/09/2010

Return Date Ending Date used for land duration calculations 24/09/2010

Duration No of car days or hotel nights for commission types flagged as such in
the commission type setup 9

CO²

CO² Tonnes Carbon emission in tonnes calculated by multiplying air miles / land
duration by the relevant coefficients in the carbon footprint setup.

1.7254

0.2790

In order to build a CO² emission report by line item, you must remember not to include any segment query
fields (including any one of these will cause the query module to repeat the line for each segment on air
tickets)
The following fields are related to the CO² emission calculations
It is advisable to filter the source to only show air tickets and land arrangements (1,2,6) and to group the
output by Source as different methods are used for air tickets and land
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Queries

By line – example
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Queries

By segment
In order to build a CO² emission report by ticket segment/leg you must remember to include any
segment query fields (including any one of these will cause the query module to repeat the line for
each segment on air tickets)
The following fields are related to the CO² emission calculations

Query Field Description Example
Air Tickets
Segment Route Leg routing Jnb/Fra
Segment CO² Type The applicable route type to be used to match the segment to the

carbon coefficients Long Haul
Segment Class The segment class letter A
Segment Class Category The class category applicable to the segment class First Class

Segment Miles The leg distance in nautical miles (as above, you can use this field
to generate an exception report for legs without table miles by
setting the filter to ‘Blank’)

7,890

Land
Travel Date Starting date used for land duration calculations 15/09/2010

Return Date Ending date used for land duration calculations 24/09/2010

Leg Duration No of car days or hotel nights for commission types flagged as such
in the commission type setup 9

CO²
Segment CO² Carbon emission in tonnes calculated by multiplying air miles / land

duration by the relevant coefficients in the carbon footprint setup.
0.8025

0.2790
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Queries

By segment – example
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Offsetting

Contact Cleaner Climate if your customers or clients wish to offset their travel footprint.
Offsetting refers to the process of neutralising the carbon emission effect of a customer’s
travel through the purchase of carbon credits (offsets) equal to the carbon footprint of
their travel (flights, hotel stays & car rental) as calculated by the QuickTrav software.
A carbon credit or offset effectively negates or "neutralises" a tonne of CO2 emitted in one
place (e.g. through flying) by avoiding the release of a ton of CO2 elsewhere through a
registered carbon emission reduction project (such as a renewable energy or energy
efficiency project).
Only credits arising from projects registered with international accreditation schemes
such as the United Nations CDM, Gold Standard or Voluntary Carbon Standard (VCS)
provide guaranteed, audited, permanent emission reductions.
Cleaner Climate is a preferred offset supplier to United Nations Environment Program
(UNEP), has procured offsets for leading corporate globally, is a member of the Advisory
Forum for the UK’s Department Energy and Climate Change Quality Assurance scheme
for carbon offsetting, and was ranked in the top 3 offset companies in Australia’s 2008
Carbon Offset Watch survey.
Offsetting with Cleaner Climate’s credits ensures no reputational risk to corporate clients.
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About  Cleaner Climate

Cleaner Climate is a specialist carbon solutions company. We work in partnership with
major commercial and public sector organizations to reduce business risk associated
with carbon and climate change, whilst maximizing the associated opportunities.
Cleaner Climate’s suite of carbon management services assist clients in measuring,
managing and mitigating their carbon emissions to realise business and financial
benefits.
One of our specialist services is emission reporting and offsetting solutions for the travel
industry. We are partnered with leading travel & tour operators in Asia-Pacific & South
Africa, including Greyhound Australia, HRG Rennies Travel, Harvey World Travel and
Flight Centre amongst others. To read more on Cleaner Climate’s services, go to
www.cleanerclimate.com


